
 

                1099 Processing Activity Tips 

 

Search Screen: 
o Calendar Year field – Defaults to the open calendar year so you will need to change it to the prior year 

o 1099? field: 

 Enter Yes to get a list of vendors who qualify for and are currently set-up to receive a 1099, i.e., 1099 status 

column will display “Needed” so a 1099 will print for these vendors.  

 Enter No to see vendors who do not qualify for a 1099, regardless of the reason: 

 The vendor could be marked to receive a 1099, but did not earn enough money to qualify. 

 The vendor could meet the defined IRS box amounts, but their vendor record is not marked to 

receive a 1099.  

 If the vendor did earn enough money and they are marked to receive a 1099 (and still show on this 

list) the vendor either does not have a 1099 Form Box indicated or none of the object codes they 

were paid with were set up to be captured by the 1099 process. 

 Leave BLANK when you first begin processing your 1099s so that you will see all vendors and all errors. 
 

The Vendor 1099 List will include: 
o All vendors with the 1099 flag set to Yes and a 1099 box specified that have had a payment in the calendar year. 

o All vendors (regardless of the 1099 flag in the vendor record) that have had a payment in the calendar year with 

an account that has an object code with a 1099 box specified. 
 

             Important Note 
 A vendor must either have a 1099 box specified in their vendor record or be paid from accounts with 

1099 objects to be included in the list. 

 A 1099 vendor that does not have a 1099 box specified and they are paid during the calendar year with 

accounts that also do not have objects specified as 1099, will not be included in the list. 
 

 

The 1099 list has a status column with one of the following statuses: 
o Needed – The 1099 needs to be printed 

o Under Min $ -- The 1099 has not met the dollar threshold (you may need to review the vendor) 

o Turned Off – The vendor has the 1099 flag set to No (or is left blank) 

 Each vendor with this status should be reviewed because they were paid with an object code that is set to be 

captured by the 1099 process. 

 It may be that a W-9 was not collected for this vendor and therefore the tax record is incomplete. 

 A W-9 should be requested from the vendor to complete the record and determine if they need a 1099. 

 This is why it is so important to require a W-9 from every new vendor and to ensure that the 

vendor record is filled out thoroughly according to the information provided in the W-9.  

 Be sure the 1099 Form Box is specified and that the 1099 flag is set to YES in Section 5 of the record for all 

1099 vendors:  
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